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Company Analysis
Folgers Coffee was started by James A. Folger after the Civil 
War in 1854. Proctor & Gamble took over the brand in 1963 
and brought the character Mrs. Olson to advertisements, who 
served the brand for 20 years. In 2008 Folgers joined The 
J.M. Company’s family of brands (History | Folger’s Coffee). 
Folgers Coffee is struggling financially, which relates directly 
to how consumers view the brand. J.M. Smuckers announced 
its fiscal 2018 first quarter results, which included some 
insight on Folgers Coffee; “Volume/mix reduced net sales by 
8 percent driven by declines for the Folgers® brand, partially 
offset by gains for the Dunkin' Donuts® and Café 
Bustelo® brands,” (The J.M. Smucker Company Announces 
Fiscal 2018 First Quarter Results). It is unclear what the 
brand mission, vision and values are for Folgers Coffee. 
Sustainability is a big part of Folgers Coffee, but it doesn’t 
seem to be its main focus. Folgers Coffee is considered to be 
a brand for older people. The biggest demographic buying 
Folgers Coffee is 65+ (Folgers Consumer Insights, 2018). 
Folgers Coffee is creating new products to target millennials. 
Research analyst Robert Moskow said this about Folgers 
Coffee; “Millennials view the brand as too stodgy and low in 
quality to add to their pantries,” (Shroeder, 2018). 



Strategic Brand Analysis
Folgers Coffee has a lot of competition because millennials, the 
biggest group of consumers do not identify as brand loyal. In a 
consumer survey done by SmarterHQ “only 7% of millennials 
identify as brand loyalists,” (Osborne, 2017). For a brand like 
Folgers Coffee attracting millennials while keeping the older 
generation loyal will be challenging. The small percent of 
millennials who consider themselves brand loyal is a blessing 
and a curse.
• Current Customer Analysis: Most customers are Caucasian 

and almost 60 percent are 55 and older. Usually Folgers 
Coffee is purchased as a pantry stocking item. Consumers 
are motivated to buy Folgers Coffee because of the amount of 
coffee for the price. Unmet needs include convenience and 
premium coffee.

• Brand Analysis: Folgers Coffee has a strong history since its 
been around since 1850. It is unclear what Folgers Coffee 
brand values, mission, vision and higher purpose are. 

• Competitors include other store bought coffee such as 
Maxwell House, Caribou and other regional brands. Coffee 
shop competitors include Starbucks, Dunkin Donuts, 
McDonalds and local coffee shops which provide 
convenience. These brands are vulnerable to PR problems. 



Brand Challenge
Folgers	Coffee	has	an	identity	crisis	because	the	values,	mission,	
vision	and	higher-purpose	and	unclear.	The	current	association	with	
Folgers	Coffee	is	its	meant	for	older	or	poor	people.	Johnny	Duda,	a	
blogger	for	PostGradProblems	published	an	article	in	2017	about	
how	his	favorite	coffee	is	Folgers.	“The	other	night	I	was	talking	with	
a	friend	about	our	go-to	coffee	brands,	and	she	adamantly	defended	
Starbucks	and	other	coffees	of	that	ilk.	She	claimed	that	because	
she’s	been	drinking	those	brands	since	she	started	coffee,	switching	
to	Folgers	would	be	impossible.	‘Folgers	is	poor	people	shit.’	‘Coffee	
should	have	flavor,	not	taste	like	a	cup	full	of	hot	chalk,’”(Duda,	
2017).	It’s	clear	a	lot	of	people	under	the	age	of	55	believe	Folgers	
Coffee	doesn’t	have	good	quality.	The	National	Coffee	Association	
partnered	with	Dig	Insights	for	analysis	on	millennial	coffee	
consumption.	“15%	of	past-day	coffee	drinkers	consumed	their	coffee	
at	a	cafe/coffee	shop/	donut	shop;	this	is	the	highest	segment	for	this	
consumption	location.	About	65%	if	Millennials	are	aware	of	single-
cup	brewers,	significantly	lower	than	older	age	groups,”	(Infographic:	
Millennial	Coffee	Market	is	Lit,	2017).	More	coffee	consumption	is	
done	at	local	coffee	shops,	which	hurts	brands	like	Folgers	Coffee	
because	the	loyalty	isn’t	there	for	grocery	store	coffee	purchases.	
Folgers	Coffee	introduced	a	new	product	in	2018	called	Folgers	1850,	
which	targets	millennials	based	on	the	convenience	factor	based	on	
single-serve	cups,	but	only	65	percent	realize	this	is	an	option	to	
brew	coffee	at	home.	



Revitalized Brand Identity
Folgers Coffee does not have a clear brand identity because 
the mission, vision, values and higher-purpose are not clear. 
The only brand identity aspect shown is the focus on 
sustainability, but it isn’t clear if that’s supposed to be an 
extended identity or part of its core. In the book Aaker on 
Branding: 20 Principles That Drive Success David Aaker 
talks about how important it is to build a brand from the 
inside out, because when employees believe in the brand 
there’s a greater chance customers will as well. “Powerful 
brands are built from the inside out,” (Aaker, 2014). Folgers 
Coffee Core Identity should be ”America’s best coffee, 
brewed by the best people.” This includes three main 
supporting aspects of “convenient coffee, premium taste and 
everybody is a barista.” The extended identity of Folgers 
Coffee includes “Sustainable coffee producer, family values 
and a open communicator.” These brad identities will help 
Folgers Coffee because the most sold coffee in America 
once again. 



Brand Recommendations 
Develop a social media campaign to increase brand 
awareness of Folgers Coffee. This would include Snapchat 
advertisements, Instagram posts,  Facebook posts and 
tweets. It’s no secret consumers care more about what 
people post on social media than what brands post. Even if 
a brand has high energy, a brand ambassador is more 
likely to get attention. Hire brand ambassadors from 
colleges to help promote Folgers Coffee. There would be a 
requirement to hold one event at their college per semester 
and they would be getting paid at minimum wage per state. 
Folgers Coffee would fund the ambassadors college event. 
Since millennials offer so much to the market start showing 
off Folgers Coffee as a premium brand. 
• Target Audience: College students who love to go on 

social media and interact with friends
• Goal: The main goals of this brand would be to increase 

brand awareness and energy. This would be measured 
by surveys the brand ambassadors could push through 
social media and face to face engagement. This program 
would last a school year to see how well this works. 



Brand Recommendations
Even though most brands don’t get as much interaction with people 
on social media there are a few brands that have huge interactions 
such as Wendy’s. This is because a lot of the posts from Wendy’s are 
meant to be funny and provide energy to the brand. Folgers Coffee 
could introduce Mrs. Olson’s granddaughter as a brand image. The 
new Mrs. Olson would be around 30 years old and post videos on 
social media about going to work with a cup of Folgers coffee, or 
waking up to the smell of Folgers Coffee. Another key element to this 
would be for her to post about her remembering when her grandma 
would make Folgers Coffee in the mornings. Mrs. Olson would 
continue to rave about how Folgers is a premium coffee. 
• Target Audience: The baby boomer generation who remember 

seeing the original commercials with Mrs. Olson. Target millennials 
as well by using social media and seeing what someone their age 
would be doing.

• Goal: Increase brand energy and interaction by looking at the 
statistics per post before introducing this campaign and after. This 
campaign would run for at least a year to see if numbers increase 
by 10 percent. 



Brand Extension
Millennials like getting coffee on the go, whether its on their 
way to class or work they like the convenience factor. One 
way to increase brand recognition is to set up pop-up coffee 
stands at colleges and businesses. These stands would 
have free coffee and provide coupons for everybody to go 
get Folgers Coffee at their local grocery store at a 
discounted price. These pop-up coffee stands should 
appear every day for at least a week. Each day the stand 
could include different coupons and a punch card. Once the 
punch card is finished it is worth a coupon for a free tub of 
Folgers Coffee. 
• Target Audience: Millennials and baby boomers who are 

busy and like to grab coffee on the go. 
• Goal: Increase recognition and gain brand loyalty. Each 

coupon would have a code that would be sent back to 
Folgers saying that it had been used. To gain how much 
this worked the percentage of each coupon would be 
tallied. The goal would be to have 15 percent of each 
coupon be used. 



Vertical Brand Extension
Once Folgers Coffee is seen as a premium brand of coffee, the 
next step would be to introduce a brand into the market that is a 
lower quality product. This new product would be priced lower 
than the premium coffee brands, but since it’s associated with 
Folgers Coffee the brand appeal would rise. Introducing a new 
product like “Folgers Original Roast” would signal to consumers 
the coffee is still good because its Folgers Coffee, but its at a 
cheaper price. This product could include different types of 
coffee such as decaf, dark roast, medium roast and light roast. 
This way the new products are viewed as an assortment of 
different coffees this way anybody can enjoy them. Folgers 
Coffee could also introduce single-serve coffee pods to include 
convenience to the product. 
• Target Audience: College Students/College Graduates who 

want to save money
• Price: Low compared to other coffee prices
• Goal: Gain brand loyalty from consumers during their college 

years, this way when they graduate there will be a greater 
chance of choosing Folgers Coffee’s premium roasts. This 
strategy will take roughly two years to measure because older 
college students might not choose Folgers Original Roast 
because they already have a routine. 



Horizontal Brand 
Extension

Folgers Coffee would benefit from introducing ”Folgers Coffee 
Creamers.” This product would be a perfect combination with 
“Folgers Coffee” or “Folgers Original Roast.” Instead of only 
offering flavored coffee mixes this would provide consumers 
with more options. Other store-bought coffee brands, such as 
Maxwell House, have coffee creamers in both powder and 
liquid forms. Introducing a new creamer would increase 
awareness for Folgers Coffee. Some consumers might find this 
more beneficial than flavor coffee mixes because those might 
go stale over time. 
• Target Audience: Millennials who enjoy flavor in their coffee
• Goal: The main goal of this new product would be to increase 

awareness and recognition of Folgers Coffee. This would be 
measured in focus groups in each region of the United States 
chosen randomly from national store chains and local store 
chains. 
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